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19 February 2013

Dear Convener

Thank you for sending me a copy of the Committee's Report on the draft budget 2013-14.
Please find attached my response to the particular questions and points raised within that
report.
Clearly, the Committee's consideration and
the announcement of additional funding for
Budget debate on Wednesday 6 February.
colleges in 2013-14, raising our investment

comments to this point could not have reflected
colleges, made during stage 3 of the 2013-14
An additional £1 Om has been identified for
that year to £521. 7m.

Ministers were keen ensure that colleges - who have responded well to our reforms maintain the pace of change while delivering the best possible experience for learners. We
have therefore extended our commitment by maintaining college funding at the increased
level of £521.7m in 2014-15 also. Taken together, this amounts to an additional £61 m for
colleges beyond that previously planned, and provides a strong platform to complete the
process of reform.
As always, I would be happy to provide any further clarification that the Committee require
on any of these points.

MICHAEL RUSSELL
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SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO EDUCATION & CULTURE COMMITTEE REPORT ON
DRAFT BUDGET 2013-14 (From Michael Russell MSP, Cabinet Secretary for Education &
Lifelong Learning)
FURTHER EDUCATION
21. The Committee notes the calculation provided by Audit Scotland and requests that the
Scottish Government provides an explanation of the £655m figure. Given that colleges' capital
funding was provided in the Cabinet Secretary's letter, it would be helpful if a similar
breakdown could be provided in future draft budgets; currently, the capital figures for further
and higher education are presented together. It would also make scrutiny easier if the
Government were to distinguish clearly between money being provided for spending in 201314 and commitments to fund the cost of a capital project over the next 20 or 30 years.
The figure of £655m referred to is, as Audit Scotland had calculated (para 19 refers), the estimate of
combined revenue and capital funding for the college sector (via SFC) in 2014-15 (before the
commitment to maintain college funding at £521. 7m in that year was made on 6 February), plus the
estimated value of college capital construction works which are planned to be funded through the
Non Profit Distributing (NPD) model.
Your points about showing a breakdown of capital funding between further and higher education, and
about the distinction between different funding methods for capital projects, are noted. Our approach
to capital funding, given the constraints imposed by disproportionate decreases in capital DEL by the
UK Government, is to consider the needs of colleges and universities together, which is why we now
aggregate the figures in budget publications. The pipeline of NPD investment was set out in
November 2010; given that these projects are now all in procurement, with the construction and
related jobs to be delivered in 2013-14 and 2014-15, it was appropriate to include their estimated
construction value in my earlier reply.
22. The Committee is aware that the Scottish Government's draft budget tables always
provide a comparison with the previous draft budget, not any revised budget. However,
where in-year changes have been made or proposed to budgets in future years, the
Committee recommends that the Scottish Government should provide it, alongside the
relevant draft budget, with an explanation of how any such changes have affected the
previous baseline. In general terms, the Committee is looking for budgetary information to be
presented in a clear and transparent format, so that its scrutiny can be as effective as
possible. The Committee invites the Finance Committee and the Scottish Government to
consider how this can best be achieved.
Noted; while this point is for broader consideration by Finance Committee and Scottish Government,
it will also be considered within the context of this portfolio.
23. To inform its scrutiny of this year's draft budget the Committee requested a report from the SFC
on the extent to which it had delivered the priorities set out in the ministerial guidance. The
Committee requests that a similar annual update be provided in future years to assist its ongoing scrutiny .
.Noted and agreed. My officials have agreed with their SFC counterparts the submission of an annual
report, drawing on regional outcome agreements. This will set out colleges' success in meeting
Scottish Government priorities.
26. The Committee notes that the SFC and Scotland's Colleges have been asked by the Scottish
Government to undertake a simplification of the methodology for college funding. At the same time,
various witnesses have suggested that an already complex situation has been made more difficult in
recent years by an increased use of specific funds to address particular needs. The Committee
agrees that greater transparency in this area is essential. This is particularly the case given
the move towards funding college regions rather than individual colleges. The Committee
would welcome a progress update from the SFC and confirmation that relevant stakeholders
will be consulted during this review.
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The Scottish Funding Council is happy to provide an update for the Committee on its work to date on
funding methodologies, including its plans for engaging and consulting stakeholders.
31. The Committee requests an explanation from the Scottish Government of why the draft
budget and ministerial guidance figures are different, given the short time between their
publication. The Committee considers that it would assist scrutiny if, in future, proposed
changes arising from ministerial guidance were mentioned in draft budgets; or alternatively
the draft budget and ministerial guidance were published at the same time.
In this instance, the change resulted from work on the development of the Employability Fund which
was continuing at the time of publishing the draft budget. That work continued into the early part of
2013, and is described more fully in my answer to the Committee's question at paragraph 65.
It is not always possible to ensure decisions on ministerial guidance fit with the timetable for draft
budget publication. In addition, it is standard practice for Ministerial guidance letters of this type to be
copied to relevant Committees and other key stakeholders. Further scrutiny of spending proposals
also takes place, of course, both through Committee review and during the Bill's passage in the main
chamber.
42. These last points were addressed in further written evidence provided by the Cabinet Secretary,
who said, "In fact, planned student activity (expressed in both Weighted Student Units of
Measurement and full time equivalents) has been maintained since 2011". As the actual volume of
activity that was delivered will not be known until later the Committee will continue to monitor
progress on this commitment and would welcome updates from the Scottish Government as
soon as concrete measurements of actual volume of activity are available.
Noted. The next update on volume of activity in colleges is due to be published by the SFC in March
2013.
49. The Committee welcomes the Cabinet Secretary's intention to undertake an audit, as this
is an issue where much clearer information is required, and would expect all parties to agree
the proposed audit methodology.
The Committee also notes that the Public Audit Committee has
asked the Scottish Government whether it intends to start collecting information to provide a national
picture of the number of applicants to Scotland's colleges, which would enable the Government to
determine the extent to which demand is outstripping supply. The Committee looks forward to
receiving further information from the Scottish Government as this will inform the
Committee's future work on regionalisation.
Noted. An update for MSPs was published on 1ffh January 2013. We expect to publish a full report
of the audit soon.
53. The Committee would welcome clarification from the Scottish Government on this matter.
Paragraph 52 is correct; the higher figure includes students not funded directly by SFC.
56. The Committee is disappointed that, despite the recommendation
it made last year,
contradictory
views continue to be expressed. The key consideration
is how to establish a
single recognised measure of student numbers on which all parties can agree and which will
allow meaningful analysis of trends to be made.
There are different ways of measuring student numbers. We have made consistently clear that the
most appropriate measure of student numbers is 'full-time equivalent' (FTE). Only by using this
measure can we ensure that the figures are not distorted, upwards or downwards, by the amount of
teaching resources required by different courses. The Government is maintaining student numbers,
measured as FTE. The alternative measure of 'headcount' shows the number of people who have
enrolled on a college course of any sort. We consider this to be a significantly less meaningful
measure since it is incapable of distinguishing between students on courses of short duration and
intensity, and those on resource-intensive full-time courses. Headcount can also be a volatile
measure which varies between years simply because colleges have concluded that replacing parttime with full-time courses is more relevant to the needs of the economy, and consequently the
employability of learners. I believe it would be wrong to ask colleges to focus primarily on headcount,
which would risk spreading teaching activity thinly and diverting the focus of colleges away from
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economically relevant courses. Consequently I believe that measuring student numbers by their fulltime equivalent is significantly more meaningful than by headcount.
57. The EIS considered that budgetary reductions have impacted on staff numbers as well as student
numbers, citing Scottish Government statistics published in September 2012 showing 1,300 fewer
further education staff than a year previously. This amounts to an 8% decrease. The EIS also
predicted that college mergers will "lead to some rationalisation, with the HNC and HNO courses
being reduced." The Committee would be concerned if the reduction in staff numbers were to
impact on the Scottish Government's objective of promoting economic growth and therefore
seeks assurances about how this is being avoided.
I think the EIS may have been referring to Public Sector Employment statistics from the Office of
National Statistics which show that from Q2 2011 to Q2 2012 employment in Further Education
colleges decreased by 1,300 (8.2% from 15,900 to 14,600). The reduction between Q3 2012 and Q3
2013 was significantly less, at 700.
Supporting jobs and growth by equipping people with the skills employers need is one of our key
post-16 reform objectives. I am confident that notwithstanding restructuring, our reforms will achieve
this objective.
61. The Committee recognises the need to reassure all those in further education that the reduction
in staff is not having an adverse impact on teaching quality. The Committee therefore recommends
that the Scottish Government, in conjunction with Education Scotland, provides assurances
as to how quality is being maintained in colleges during this period of reform.
Noted. Maintaining quality is a priority and will be monitored by the SFC through regional outcome
agreements. Additionally, there is a central role for Education Scotland in providing assurance. On
this issue, the Committee should note that the Education Scotland report on City of Glasgow College,
post-merger, was extremely positive about the quality of learning and teaching.
65. The Committee seeks clarification from the Scottish Government on how SDS targets for
future years will impact on the SFC and how a clear comparison with SFC targets will be
provided. This will allow the Committee to scrutinise more effectively the Scottish
Government's commitment on maintaining student numbers. The Committee would also
welcome confirmation that, in seeking to deliver its targets, SDS is being provided with a level
of resource equivalent to that being provided to the SFC to deliver its targets.
In both 2012-13 and 2013-14, learning provision commissioned through SOS will contribute to the
Government's commitment on maintaining college student numbers, with Scottish Funding Council
targets adjusted accordingly. In 2012-13, SOS commissioned 5,800 new starts through its New
College Learning Programme. In 2013-14, SOS's target under that part of its Employability Fund
ring-fenced for colleges is 2,650, the lower figure being the result of Ministers' decision (following
representations from colleges) to allow the SFC to operate its own tranche of the Fund
SOS resources (ring-fenced for college delivery) are commensurate with the cost of pre-employment
training it commissions.
71. The Committee supports the Cabinet Secretary's focus on outcomes rather than sources
of funding. However, given private sector concerns, this should not be at the potential risk of
making the landscape difficult to understand or scrutinise.
72. The Committee has agreed to hold an evidence session specifically on SDS. In order to
inform that session, the Committee requests an explanation from the Scottish Government of
the policy reasons behind the evolution of SDS' role including the anticipated benefits of
asking SDS to provide an increasing percentage of college provision. The Committee also
requests more detail from the Scottish Government on how it will evaluate the success of the
College Learning Programme and how this will inform all future SDS input in further
education.
'Putting Learners at the Centre' made clear - against the desire for more efficient use of public funds
- our intention to "consider the case for pooling budgets for pre-employment training programmes into
a new approach to employability funding". The New College Learning Programme (on which the
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Employability Fund will build) tailors provision to individual and employer needs, with
on positive learner progression and outcomes.

a sharp focus

In addition to rigorous monitoring, SDS have commissioned an independent evaluation of the NCLP.
81. The Committee is concerned to ensure that any additional demand resulting from OFA will
be met and seeks clarification from the Scottish Government about how this will be achieved.
The Scottish Government is also invited to explain whether the prioritisation of younger
learners could lead to other learners being displaced and, if so, the possible consequences
for the labour market and the wider economy.
'Opportunities for All' helps young people to participate in learning and training provision that already
exist within the system.
This is evidenced by statistics released by Skills Development Scotland showing a record 89.9 per
cent of schoolleavers in Scotland going into work, training or education upon leaving school. These
figures are very pleasing and show the high standards achieved by our young people in Scotland.
To continue this positive trend we are funding sufficient provision within the post-16 system to meet
this commitment. We have asked the Scottish Funding Council to ensure colleges prioritise 16-19
year aIds. But colleges are only one of a number of Post 16 options, and we are also offering a
record number of apprenticeships, and supporting a wide range of tailored provision to meet needs
right across the employability pipeline.
Evidence from the consultation on 'Putting Learners at the Centre' indicated a broad consensus on
the need to target resources and to prioritise those furthest from the labour market or with low skills,
including young people
83. The Scottish Government will produce an equality impact assessment in 2013-14 as further
education reorganisation plans take shape. The Committee will monitor the impact of college
reform on groups with protected characteristics. It will also consider equality issues in
scrutinising the forthcoming post-16 learning bill. The Committee requests that the Scottish
Government provides an update on how changes to date are impacting on those with
protected characteristics.
The delivery of a more efficient teaching model which focuses on improving a student's prospects of
getting a job will help all students, including those with protected characteristics. An EQIA has been
prepared for the Post-16 Education Bill. A summary of this has been made available to the
Committee as part of its Bill considerations. This summary is available on the Scottish Government
website at: www.scotland.Gov. ukfT opics/Education/post16reform/bill/EQIAResultSumm
We are liaising with the Scottish Funding Council on how best to monitor the implementation
reforms on those with protected characteristics.

of our

84. The Committee notes that the Public Audit Committee has asked the Scottish Government
how it will seek to ensure that Scotland's colleges will meet increasing demand for college
education with diminished resources. This information will also help to inform the Education
and Culture Committee's ongoing work on regionalisation.
Noted. The Scottish Government's Director-General Learning & Justice, as well as the Chief
Executive of SFC, have both written already to PAC. In short, a regional system will allow colleges to
deliver Government priorities within reduced resources by delivering more efficiently.
95. The Audit Scotland report "Scotland's colleges - Current finances, future challenges", noted that
"Colleges ... reported accumulated surpluses totalling £206 million and had a combined £205 million
of cash and cash equivalents as at 31 July 2011". In his oral evidence, the Cabinet Secretary said
that he expected "that reserves will be used substantially to support the meeting of the costs of
merger and federation across Scotland". He also provided the Committee with a detailed explanation
of the Scottish Government's College Transformation Fund, which, along with SFC strategic funding,
provides £25m funding to support mergers. £13.7m of this has been spent to date and forthcoming
mergers are likely to account for a substantial proportion of the remaining funding. The Committee
would welcome further detail on what these funds have been spent on.
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My letter of 30 October 2012 to you included, at Annex A, further information of the routing and
purpose of payments from both the College Transformation Fund and SFC strategic funding.
97. The Committee would welcome clarification from the Scottish Government that the
efficiency savings to be secured by the SFC are to be met entirely through the regionalisation
process. Given the SFC's comments about the savings from regionalisation possibly
resulting in "resource to spare", the Committee also asks the Scottish Government to clarify
how this resource would be spent.
As the Chief Executive of SFC's letter to the Public Audit Committee made clear, efficiency savings
will be met entirely through regionalisation. Should any 'resources to spare' be identified, it will be a
matter for Scottish Ministers in the first instance to decide how these will be allocated.
HIGHER EDUCATION
106. The Committee accepts that increased Scottish Government investment in the sector over the
spending review period has helped bridge a possible funding gap between Scottish and English
universities. However, the Committee requests information on how the Scottish Government
plans to address any future funding gaps should they arise beyond 2014-15. The Committee
also requests a progress report on a potential EU service charge.
We have no evidence that there will be a funding gap beyond 2014/15. Our current commitment is
for this Spending Review period, we will look at the period beyond that in due course. We are
committed to keeping access to Scottish Universities free for Scots-domiciled students and reject any
upfront or backdoor tuition fees. Access to university should be based on the ability to learn, not the
ability to pay. In an independent Scotland this will continue to be the case.
With regard to a potential EU service charge, we continue to investigate this potential introduction
within the context of an EU compliant solution. However it remains a very complex and difficult issue.
110. The settlement suggests a move away from bursary and grant support to loans. The Committee
recognises that this could be a more cost effective way of providing additional student support.
However, it requests that the Cabinet Secretary clarifies the impact on poorer students,
especially in terms of overall debt levels and potential drop-out rates.
The Scottish Government is committed to keeping access to Scottish Universities free for Scottish
domiciled students and rejects tuition fees however presented. Access to university should be based
on the ability to learn, not the ability to pay. To this end, in August 2012 Ministers announced a
student support package that was welcomed by the NUS as the best available in the UK.
Where loans are concerned, these are not without cost to the public purse. For every £1 spent on
loans, approximately £3 ends up in student pockets compared to a straight £1 for £1 with bursaries.
Furthermore, the repayment terms are better than any commercial lender might offer, and no
payments are due until the student is employed and, from April 2013, earning at least £16,365 per
annum. Any loan outstanding after 30 years is written off.
Accordingly, there is no adverse affect on the immediate financial well-being of the student at the
time of loan. As before, by using loans instead of bursaries more money ends up in student pockets
while they are studying which is why many financial advisers regard such student loan debt as "good
debt".
The consequence of all of this for students from poorer backgrounds is that they should be
encouraged to consider higher education because of the support offered by the best financial
package available in the UK, allied with the fact that they will not have to pay tuition fees. What is
more, those from poorer backgrounds will see a greater proportion of the support provided in the
form of a bursary, that is to say, a non-repayable grant. For the poorest students, this will mean
bursary support of £1,750 on top of a loan of up to £5,500. The benefit of this is that such students
will have more certainty around how their total support package is composed, compared to e.g.
students who are dependent on a parental contribution. We do of course recognise that irrespective
of whether loan debt is regarded as "good" debt, students from poorer backgrounds may have a
different perspective on debt and what it means compared to their more affluent peers. Accordingly,
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we are working to ensure that the opportunities represented by student loans are properly
understood.
113. The Committee recognises that the Scottish Government has fulfilled its commitment on
student support and notes the strong backing from NUS Scotland. However, given recent
concerns about the processing of applications for student living expenses by SAAS, the
Committee seeks an assurance from the Scottish Government that the agency will be fully
prepared for the implementation of the new student support system.
Using formal project management, SAAS is implementing the simplified student support system
under its normal 'Change of Session' arrangements, a process which delivers significant changes to
student support each year. While the changes for 2013/14 are significant, the change process
approach is well proven and has delivered consistently over a number of years.
An independent review of SAAS processes, led by Oavid Wallace of the Student Loans Company,
will identify any changes beyond the simplification process already initiated that are needed to
improve the handling of late and complex applications.
120. Scottish universities are competitors in an international market place. The Committee
shares the Scottish Government's aspiration that our institutions be "truly excellent in world
terms" and will monitor the extent to which the change in approach in research is delivering
that aspiration.
Noted.
125. The Education and Culture Committee is aware that the Economy, Energy and Tourism (EET)
Committee is considering whether to commission external research on commercialisation of
intellectual property and research, with a view to undertaking a short inquiry on this topic in 2013.
The Education and Culture Committee will forward relevant information described here to the
EET Committee, in order to inform its work.
Noted.

127. These issues were not directly addressed in the response. However, the Education and
Culture Committee is aware of the Finance Committee's work around employability and is
highlighting these issues in the expectation that they may inform this work.
Noted.
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